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Abstract: Quadruplexes are non-canonical nucleic
acid structures essential for many cellular processes.
Hybrid quadruplex–duplex oligonucleotide assem-
blies comprised of multiple domains are challenging
to study with conventional biophysical methods due to
their structural complexity. Here, we introduce a novel
method based on native mass spectrometry (MS)
coupled with a custom-built temperature-controlled
nanoelectrospray ionization (TCnESI) source de-
signed to investigate interactions between proximal
DNA domains. Thermal denaturation experiments
were aimed to study unfolding of multi-stranded
oligonucleotide constructs derived from biologically
relevant structures and to identify unfolding inter-
mediates. Using the TCnESI MS, we observed changes
in Tm and thermodynamic characteristics of proximal
DNA domains depending on the number of domains,
their position, and order in a single experiment.

Introduction

The best-known oligonucleotide structure is the
canonical double helix, but oligonucleotides can form
many other secondary structures such as triplexes,
guanine-quadruplexes, and i-motifs, by non-canonical
base pair interactions. Guanine-quadruplexes, usually
referred to as G-quadruplexes (GQs), are especially
interesting secondary oligonucleotide structures be-
cause they play an important functional role in
cellular processes, including DNA replication, tran-
scription, translation, and telomere shortening.[1] GQ
structures, which consist of a stack of G-quartets, are
strongly favored in the presence of mono- and
divalent cations (Figure 1), potassium being partic-
ularly suitable because it has the highest affinity for
GQs.[2] G-quartets, four guanine bases arranged in
a planar structure, are stabilized by Hoogsteen
hydrogen-bonding interactions,[3] p-p stacking,[4] and
hydrophobic interactions.[5] Factors that have a significant
impact on GQ stability are the number of guanines in-
volved,[6] the number of stacked G-quartets, loop length,[7,8]

and the type of intercalated cations.[8]

GQ structures are highly abundant in the genome and are
typically localized in gene promoters, telomeres or minisa-
tellites.[9] Functions of GQs have been extensively studied,
primarily for their regulatory roles especially in gene ex-
pression and telomere shortening. Remarkably, GQs that are
stable in vivo can both down- and up-regulate gene expres-
sion, depending on their location in the gene promoters.[10]

GQ structures can, for example, act as physical obstacles to
downregulate gene expression or block replication entirely.

Conversely, enhanced transcription could explain the
upregulation effects, by favoring the binding of specific
transcription factors to the folded GQ structures against

Figure 1. A) Overview of the structures and notations of the DNA complexes
studied. B) Chemical equilibria of two single-domain DNA complexes showing
unfolding of duplex (top) and model T95 G-quadruplex (bottom) upon
increased temperature. Unfolding of individual domains causes a mass differ-
ence, which can be detected using mass spectrometry.
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random strands.[10, 11] Additionally, putative GQ-forming re-
gions have been located in the promoters of oncogenes, such
as c-MYC, c-KIT, KRAS, BCL2, hTERT, and VEGFA[12–17] as
well as at telomeres,[18] immunoglobulin switch regions,[19] and
insulin regulatory regions.[20] In addition to eukaryotic cells,
putative GQ-forming regions are present in the genomes of
many viruses, including human immunodeficiency virus-1,
Ebola virus disease, Zika virus, and SARS-COV-2 and many
more.[21–28]

Besides understanding the natural function, GQs have
been applied in nanodevices, aptamers, and for drug deliv-
ery.[29–31] Although GQ structures are self-assembling they

usually exist as parts of single-stranded oligonucleotides with
various proximal domains such as double helices (dsDNAs,
duplexes), hairpins, i-motifs or additional GQs, which can
have a significant impact on GQ functionality.[32–35] Much less
is known about the folds of oligonucleotides in which multiple
domains are formed from two or more nucleotide strands. The
characterization of these structures and their functions is
important for their biological roles and usage as aptamer-
based drugs.[36]

G-quadruplexes are commonly studied using spectroscop-
ic,[37–39] crystallographic,[40] computational,[41] biological,[42]

and biophysical[43] techniques, to understand their structure,

Figure 2. Comparison of CD and mass spectra of single-domain and two-domain DNA complexes at different temperatures. A) CD spectra of
single T95 GQ and B) CD spectra of two-domain G-D complex showing spectral overlap of the individual domain CD profiles. Dashed lines
highlight wavelengths chosen for CD melting (duplex, 280 nm; fully parallel GQ, 265 nm). Melting profiles are shown in Figure S1. C) Mass
spectra of the T95 GQ at different temperatures showing specific signals of the DNA strand bound to 2K+, (folded GQ, m/z 1156.8) and the DNA
strand without any K+ (unfolded GQ, m/z 1141.6). D) Mass spectra of G-D complex at different temperatures. As labelled, the observed m/z
signals correspond to the folded complex (m/z 1880.3), a semi-folded intermediate (m/z 1718.6), and the completely unfolded complex
(m/z 1703.7). Average m/z values are shown. Full mass spectra showing charge state distributions can be found in Figure S9.
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function, kinetics, and thermody-
namics. Among other methods,
circular dichroism (CD) and UV/
Vis spectroscopy are well-estab-
lished techniques to study structure
and thermodynamics of oligonu-
cleotide complexes. Both methods
provide valuable information
about GQs and do not require
expensive apparatus and difficult
sample preparation.[37, 44–46]

DNA secondary structures can
unfold upon temperature increase
as sketched in Figure 1B. Each
individual DNA domain is assigned a specific CD spectrum,
which is used in conformational studies of DNA complexes
and for the determination of the melting temperature (Tm).
The Tm is a commonly used thermodynamic characteristic
defined as the temperature at which 50 % of a DNA complex
is unfolded. An issue with much of the literature relying on
CD spectroscopy is that Tm is usually defined only for a single,
well-chosen wavelength, as indicated in Figures 2A and B.[37]

For multi-domain complexes, the presence of more than one
domain within the complex invariably results in spectral
overlap. This complicates the choice of characteristic wave-
lengths for individual domains and thus precise determination
of the Tm of each domain. However, mathematical analysis of
CD spectra can be used to resolve the spectral contributions
of individual domains in an chemical equilibrium.[47,48] Well
known is a dual wavelength parametric test which can reveal
complexity and underlying denaturation processes as dem-
onstrated on GQs.[48] Furthermore, quantification of individ-
ual domains is particularly challenging using photometric
spectroscopy.[49, 50] In photometric melting experiments, one
signal, usually representing a folded complex, is monitored
and thus a two-state model must be assumed. Therefore, low-
abundant and unstable intermediates remain a challenge to
be identified and quantified when multi-domain complexes
are investigated.

Native mass spectrometry (MS) is a technique in which
intact non-covalent complexes are ionized from non-denatur-
ing solvents.[51] “Native” conditions are usually seen as being
as close as possible to physiological conditions, to prevent any
changes during ion transport from ambient to the vacuum
environment.[52–54] Electrospray ionization has significant
limitations when analyzing solutions with salt concentration
similar to cytosolic ones, but the ionic strength can be
adjusted to similar levels using volatile salts.[55] Contrary to
CD, mass spectrometry requires ionization and transfer of
molecules into the gas phase where they are detected usually
with an electron multiplier type detector. Our group recently
demonstrated that native MS coupled with temperature-
controlled nanoelectrospray (TCnESI) source is a useful
analytical tools for structural biology and can retrieve de-
tailed thermodynamic data on non-covalent complexes of
peptides, proteins, and oligonucleotides.[56,57] MS can be
beneficial in studies focusing on multi-domain oligonucleo-
tide complexes where the number of potential intermediates
is unknown or the intermediates occur at low abundance.

Here, we show that thermal denaturation coupled with native
MS can be used to simultaneously detect individual forms of
DNA multi-domain complexes over a large temperature
range, from 15 to 90 88C. A set of DNA oligonucleotide multi-
domain complexes were designed to represent various
combinations of duplex and G-quadruplex domains (Fig-
ure 1A). If not specified otherwise, all samples were prepared
in 100 mM trimethylammonium acetate (TMAA) to increase
ionic strength and ionization efficiency. To identify the state
of individual domains of multi-domain complexes, we use D
for folded duplex, G for folded GQ, ssD and ssG for unfolded
duplex-forming and GQ-forming sequences, respectively.
Sequences and average masses are shown in Table 1.

Results and Discussion

We demonstrate that DNA multi-domain complexes can
be characterized in detail and thermodynamic parameters can
be obtained for each unfolding step individually using
TCnESI mass spectrometry. To acquire melting temperatures
and thermodynamic information the set of DNA complexes
were electrosprayed while steadily increasing the temper-
ature of the TCnESI source.

Determining the association constant (KA) of each
unfolding step with increasing temperature was possible by
simultaneous detection of mass-to-charge ratios (m/z) that
identify different complex forms. Upon unfolding of individ-
ual domains (Figure 1B), we detected a change of mass
caused by loss of potassium cations or the complementary
strand (for GQ or duplex, respectively). We then determine
the thermodynamic parameters of individual unfolding steps
using a vanQt Hoff analysis where the natural logarithm of KA

is plotted against the reciprocal value of absolute temperature
(1/T). A detailed list of the associated equilibrium equations,
and their respective GibbQs free energies (DGA88), enthalpies
(DHA), entropies (DSA), and experimental Tm of all examined
complexes associated with the folding of the particular
complex domain is shown in Tables S1, S2 and is discussed
in following sections.

Formation of the single T95-type GQ in 100 mM TMAA
and 1 mM KCl can be readily proven using both CD
spectroscopy (Figure 2A) and native MS (Figure 2C). On
the contrary, a significant overlap occured in the CD spectra
for the two-domain complex G-D consisting of both GQ and

Table 1: DNA oligonucleotides used in the MS denaturation experiments.

Name
(identifier)

Sequence
(5’ to 3’)

Length
[nt]

Average
Mass [Da]

duplex-forming strand (ssD) d(CGCGAAGTA) 9 2747.86
comp. strand (ssC) d(TACTTCGCG) 9 2689.81

rev. duplex-forming strand (ssD) d(ATGAAGCGC) 9 2747.86
rev. comp. strand (ssC) d(GCGCTTCAT) 9 2689.81

T95 GQ (G) d(T(TGGG)4T) 18 5713.74
GQ-duplex (G-D) d(T(TGGG)4TCGCGAAGTA) 27 8523.56
duplex-GQ (D-G) d(ATGAAGCGCT(TGGG)4T) 27 8523.56

duplex-GQ-duplex (D-G-D) d(CGCGAAGTAT(TGGG)4TCGCGAAGTA) 36 11 333.39
GQ-GQ (G-G) d(T(TGGG)4TT(TGGG)4T) 36 11 489.44

GQ-duplex-GQ (G-D-G) d(T(TGGG)4TCGCGAAGTAT(TGGG)4T) 45 14 299.27
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duplex domains (Figure 2B). Upon melting experiments, we
observed differences of several degrees in the Tm values for
the single domains when comparing CD and native MS
(Table S1). The different principles of the methods, the
difference in required sample volumes, which in turn influ-
ences the heat capacity, and the duration of the analysis can
all lead to differences in Tm. Regardless, the advantages of
native MS make it an interesting alternative to established
photometric methods. Hence, only the findings obtained
using native MS are discussed in the following sections.

Duplex Domain Stability within Various Multi-Stranded
Arrangements
Destabilization Effect of a G-Quadruplex

To study the effect of a proximal GQ on a duplex, we
designed two sequences comprising a fully parallel T95 GQ
forming sequence d(T(TGGG)4T) placed on either the 5’ or 3’
end of a 9-base long duplex-forming region d(CGCGAAG-
TA). Single-stranded G-quadruplex-forming sequences (ssG)
form enthalpically favorable (DHA< 0) and entropically
unfavorable (DSA< 0) GQ domains in 100 mM TMAA and
1 mM KCl solution. The GQ formation was spontaneous
(DGA88< 0) at low temperatures for all investigated samples.
The fully folded complex and an intermediate with an
unfolded duplex of both G-D and D-G complexes were
simultaneously identified in the mass spectra (using the
difference in m/z) at the initial temperature of 20 88C (Fig-
ure 2D and S3, respectively).

In both cases, increasing the temperature initially led to
unfolding of the duplex domain at & 30 88C, followed by GQ
unfolding at& 60 88C (Figure 3A). The simultaneous detection
of folded duplex and single strands allowed us to calculate the
corresponding Tm. The Tm related to the duplex domain was
significantly decreased, by 21 88C, compared to the self-
contained duplex (Figure S1). A destabilizing effect was also
observed when the GQ was attached to the 5’ end of the
duplex (the MS thermal denaturation is shown in Figure S2).
Additionally, we investigated two-domain complexes in the
absence of K+ to characterize the effects of an overhanging
ssG placed on the folded duplex ends. We observed a dominant
signal of a folded duplex with an unfolded GQ domain
(abbreviated as D-ssG or ssG-D) at the initial temperature of
the MS thermal denaturation experiment, as shown in
Figures S2A and S2B, respectively. A significant decrease in
Tm of the duplex domain to 36.4 88C for D-ssG and 35.9 88C for
ssG-D, respectively, was found, confirming the destabilizing
effect of the flanking ssG regions. The ssG on the 3’ end was
found to increase the DGA88 of the duplex to @32.2:
0.8 kJmol@1. When the ssG was placed on the 5’ end of the
duplex, we observed a comparable duplex destabilization (see
Table S1). However, the presence of the folded GQ on either
the 5’ or 3’ end of a duplex was found to destabilize the
proximal duplex more compared to the ssG flanking over-
hangs. A comparison of the striking destabilization effects of
the GQ and ssG domains on the proximal duplex is visualized
in Figure 4A and shown in detail in Figure S4. As shown previously, we confirm that GQs have a desta-

bilizing effect on proximal oligonucleotide domains.[50] Our

Figure 3. Thermal denaturation profiles acquired using TCnESI MS.
Samples of 20 mM A) D-G, B) G-D-G, C) D-G-D, and D) G-G mixed
with 20 mM complementary strand and 1 mM KCl were prepared in
100 mM TMAA. Three most abundant charge states were quantified
using a 2.5 mM d(T)6 solution as an internal standard and plotted as
a function of time after the subtraction of the non-specific adduct
contributions. Melting curves represent fully folded complex (**), first
intermediate (**), second intermediate (**), and fully unfolded complex
(**). The LOWESS method was used to generate regression curves.
Cartoons of the corresponding chemical equilibria are depicted on the
top, showing complex unfolding with identified intermediates.
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findings of the GQQs destabilizing effect are also supported by
the work of Krauss et al., who investigated D-G junctions
within monomolecular anti-thrombin aptamers.[36] Their find-
ings suggested additional non-canonical interactions between
the GQ loop and a proximal hairpin-loop-like duplex. A
Wobble pairing between guanine and thymine or reverse
Hoogsteen hydrogen bonds in the gradual transition between
the duplex and GQ were detected using X-ray crystallogra-
phy. Moreover, our findings are in agreement with a detailed
NMR investigation of various types of unimolecular D-G
systems carried out by Lim et al.[33] Generally speaking, their
work documents the effects of GQ and duplex grooves,
joining points, and loop lengths on the interaction between
a duplex and GQ. Since the destabilization of the duplex is
stronger in the presence of a folded GQ, the collected data
point to the likelihood of specific interactions between the
T95 GQ and the proximal duplex domain (Figure S5).
However, compared to these previous studies, we focus on
bimolecular complexes in which only one duplex strand was
covalently linked to the GQ. Our results support the
hypothesis that a single duplex could be destabilized by
proximal domains, including overhanging strands and G-
quadruplexes.

Synergic Effect of Two G-Quadruplexes

We further studied a complex with a T95 GQ on both ends
of the duplex domain, which resulted in an even more

significant duplex destabilization. Three solutions containing
the d(T(TGGG)4TCGCGAAGTAT(TGGG)4T) oligonu-
cleotide, a duplex complementary strand or potassium, or
both, were investigated.

The most remarkable observation that emerged from this
set of experiments was the establishment of a central duplex
domain when both GQ domains were formed in presence of
1 mM KCl solution. The MS thermal denaturation experi-
ment provided evidence for formed G-D-G in the low
temperature range (Figure 3B). The duplex domain unfolded
first, with a melting point of 34.3: 2.9 88C, followed by both
GQs. Compared to the single duplex, the Tm of 34.3 88C is far
below the original Tm of 50.7 88C for the simple duplex
sequence (Table 1). When only one GQ was formed, the
maximum abundance of the second intermediate was ob-
served at 65 88C. We observed a significant re-stabilization of
the central duplex when both GQs were formed. The DGA88 of
this re-stabilized duplex domain within the G-D-G complex
was @34.2: 1.8 kJmol@1, which is close to the DGA88 of the
single duplex. The vanQt Hoff analysis of G-ssD-G and G-D-G
is shown in Figure 4B. In the absence of K+, a destabilizing
effect of two overhanging GQ-forming sequences resulted in
a negligible abundance of the formed duplex domain under
the chosen experimental conditions. We suggest an energeti-
cally unfavorable formation of the central duplex in the
presence of two long overhanging GQ-forming sequences. A
possible explanation could be related to steric effects of the
overhangs. Above all, the results in this part show that the

Figure 4. Van’t Hoff analyses of the DNA domains stability contained in the investigated multi-domain complexes. Relevant equilibrium equations
are listed on the right side. Regression curves associated with GQ domain folding are depicted in shades of green/blue and labeled with (B), (D),
(F), (H), (J–M), (P–T) in the 1/T range of 2.85–3.15 K@1. Unfolding of a higher-order GQ complex, (R), is depicted in purple and located in the
duplex region suggesting low thermodynamic stability of this assembly. In the low temperature range (1=T =3.1–3.45 K@1), the regressions
associated with duplex domains unfolding are labeled with (A), (C), (E), (G), (I), (N), and (O) are depicted in shades of yellow/red.
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duplex stability can be tuned by the presence of proximal GQ
domains on both the 3’ and 5’ ends.

Stability of the GQ Affected by Various Multi-Domain Complex
Arrangements

GQ structures were expected to affect the proximal
duplex thermodynamics without being destabilized them-
selves. However, the interaction between various domains is
mutual. We found that the position and primary structure of
the overhanging strand have a significant role in the stability
of the proximal GQ. To demonstrate this mutual effect, we
performed a set of MS thermal denaturation experiments on
multi-domain complexes containing GQs in various arrange-
ments. When comparing the position of the overhang relative
to GQ, we can see a difference in the stability of the GQ,
which would be challenging to identify with conventional
photometric methods.

Destabilization of the G-Quadruplex by an Adjacent Duplex

The Tm of the single GQ was 62.3 88C with DGA88 equal to
@60.5 kJmol@1. A significant destabilization occurred when
the ssD sequence was attached to the 5’ end compared to the 3’
end of the GQ. The ssD-G showed a Tm decrease of & 8.5
degrees to 53.7: 5.5 88C. When the duplex was formed (in the
D-G complex), the destabilized GQ melted at Tm = 57.8:
2.4 88C (Table S1). When the ssD or duplex was placed on the 3’
end, the GQ stability was not significantly altered (Tm =

62.2: 2.8 88C, 61.3: 3.2 88C, respectively) compared to individ-
ual T95 GQ. This suggests a stronger destabilization effect of
overhanging strands compare to duplexes on the GQ. More-
over, the position of either ssD or D plays a role in GQ
destabilization, as demonstrated above. A detailed compar-
ison of thermodynamic parameters can be found in Figure S6.

G-Quadruplex within Three-Domain Complexes

Furthermore, a GQ within higher-order three-domain
complexes was investigated. We suspect that two duplex
domains placed on both the 3’ and 5’ ends of the GQ structure
might cause further destabilization of the central GQ. For this
purpose, the sequence d(CGCGAAGTAT-
(TGGG)4TCGCGAAGTA), which forms one GQ between
two duplexes, was chosen as a model system (see Figure 3C).

When the complementary strand, together with 1 mM K+,
was added to the mixture, both duplex domains and the
central GQ were formed. Using the mass shift in the spectra,
we identified the consequent unfolding of duplexes, followed
by unfolding of the GQ. The Tm of the central GQ dropped to
49.8: 2.3 88C. The MS thermal denaturation of the fully
formed D-G-D complex, which documents the presence of
two intermediates, is depicted in Figure 3C. When MS
thermal denaturation was performed in the absence of
a complementary strand, unfolding of ssD-G-ssD was observed
at higher temperature, Tm = 54.9: 1.5 88C, compared to the
GQ domain within D-G-D (Figure S2E). The vanQt Hoff
analysis confirmed a synergistic destabilization effect of the

two ssD or formed duplexes placed on the 3’ and 5’ ends of the
T95 GQ (see Figure 4C).

To test the destabilization of the GQ within another three-
domain system, we tested the complex G-D-G in the presence
of duplex complementary strand and 1 mM KCl. We observed
the formation of the duplex domain between two folded GQs
at room temperature. Subsequent unfolding of the duplex and
GQ domains was observed, as demonstrated in Figure 3B.
Absence of the duplex complementary strand resulted in
formation of the complex G-ssD-G. The MS thermal denatu-
ration revealed the presence of one intermediate at & 58 88C
(Figure S2F). Based on the mass difference, we associated this
intermediate with a complex containing only one formed GQ.
Interestingly, VanQt Hoff analysis in Figure 4B revealed that
the formation of the central duplex restabilized both GQs and
increased their Tm by 5–7 88C. However, the Gibbs free energy
diagram of the G-D-G complex shows negligible energetic
differences between individual domains and domains in G-D-
G complex (Figure S5).

We identified a general trend of duplex destabilizing
effect on the GQ depending on its position. A slightly higher
destabilization of the T95 GQ occurs when the ssD or duplex is
placed on the 5’ end compared to the 3’ end. Moreover, it is
evident that significantly higher GQ destabilization is ob-
served in the presence of the formed duplex domains on both
ends of the GQ. How the GQ stability is affected by
a proximal overhanging strand or a formed duplex across
various investigated systems is compared in Figure S6, which
summarizes and compares thermodynamic parameters ex-
tracted from the vanQt Hoff analyses including calculated
Gibbs free energies.

Stacking of Two G-Quadruplexes

Apart from the tested G-D-G, complexes containing two
GQs with the sequence d(GGGT)4 are generally prone to
form higher-order multimeric assemblies. Many types of
dimers have been described, including interlocked, bimolec-
ular, homo, and hetero types.[58–60] To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first time that a thermodynamic examination
is performed on a monomolecular, two-domain homodimer.
The sequence d(T(TGGG)4TT(TGGG)4T) will be abbrevi-
ated here as G-G complex. In contrast to previous MS
experiments involving the GQ domain, we observed a mass
difference of one potassium in the low temperature range
between 20 and 40 88C (Figure 3D) at 1 mM KCl and 100 mM
TMAA concentration. Based on the mass differences iden-
tified in the mass spectra, we suggest incorporation of one
additional potassium cation (39 Da) between the two T95
GQs. This assembly can probably be assigned to a higher-
order GQ with six planes of G-quartets stacked on top of each
other (G-K+-G), as shown in Figure 3D. Upon further
increase of the temperature up to 85 88C, we identified two
subsequent mass shifts (2 X 39 Da each) of two simultaneously
released potassium cations, which documents the sequential
unfolding of two individual GQs. The maximum abundance of
the intermediate, which represents the form with only one
folded GQ, occurred at 58 88C; above 70 88C, the completely
unfolded form without any specifically bound potassium was
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dominant. The results of the vanQt Hoff analysis (Figure 4D)
further indicated a remarkable difference in the stability
between the higher-order GQ and two individual GQ
domains. Compared to the DGA88 of a single T95 GQ
(@60.5 kJmol@1), we observed destabilization of one GQ
domain together with a stabilizing effect on the second GQ
within the two-domain complex form. The Gibbs free
energies were found to be @55.4: 1.8 and @67.2:
2.6 kJmol@1. Using the concept of thermodynamic linkage
and coupling of free energies,[61] we highlighted the effect of
formation of the higher-order GQ structure in Figure 5. CD
analysis of G-G suggested the formation of an entirely
parallel complex due to the presence of a specific absorption
peak at 265 nm (Figure S7).

The corresponding mass spectra at various temperatures
are shown in Figure S8. These findings support the work of
Petraccone et al.[62] and confirm an energetically favorable
stacking of two GQs on top of each other, creating one large,
however, weak and at high temperature unstable complex
with DGA88 of @32.8: 0.4 kJ mol@1.

Furthermore, based on the significant difference of more
than 17 kJmol@1 between individual GQs and G-K+-G
complex, there is a tendency towards a new level of complex-
ity associated with multiple GQ formation within one
oligonucleotide, possibly affecting the interaction with spe-
cific ligands or GQ-binding proteins. Interestingly, the
average of DGA88 values of both GQs is @61.3 kJmol@1, which
is negligibly different from the stability of the single T95 GQ
(see Tables S1 and S2). This fact demonstrates the importance
of identifying intermediates, which provides more detailed
insight when characterizing the folding of GQs.

The G-G can be considered as the simplest model of
a telomeric region, which is usually subject to multimerization
between several GQs, although the sequence of telomeric
regions usually contains a d(TTAGGG) motif, often with Sr2+

incorporated.[63,64] Previous studies have shown that a series of
GQs in the telomere region can exist in the “beads-on-a-
string” model[65] or be subject to loop-mediated stacking.[66,67]

Our results go beyond these previous reports, showing that
both structures can exist and their formation depends on the
composition and length of the connecting string, as docu-
mented by the behavior of the G-D-G and G-G complexes.
The mutual destabilization could be particularly important in
processes involving GQ-specific helicases despite the sus-
pected lower propensity of GQ to destabilization.

Conclusion

We have investigated the thermodynamic properties of
multi-domain DNA complexes using native mass spectrom-
etry coupled with a temperature-controlled nanoelectrospray
(TCnESI) source. We validated the qualities of our method
and demonstrated its potential and possibilities when applied
to complex oligonucleotide systems with more than one
domain. The enthalpic and entropic contributions could be
directly determined for each domain individually using
TCnESI MS. Our findings indicate a significant destabilizing
effect of the T95 GQ on the duplex domain placed on either
the 3’ or 5’ end. Remarkably, two fully folded GQs on both
ends re-stabilized the central duplex domain. A significant
difference in DGA88 revealed that the formation of GQ led to
more substantial duplex destabilization compared to ssG

overhanging strands. We suggest that GQ stability can be
affected by overhanging strands or duplexes even though the
destabilization of T95 GQ located in some complexes was
insignificant. Using Gibbs free energy diagrams, we can
conclude that the order of domains and their primary
structure is essential for the individual domain stability.
Changing the order, as well as the primary structure, can
regulate the thermodynamic stability of the DNA domains.
Remarkably, the MS thermal denaturation provided direct
evidence for stacking of GQ domains within a single-stranded
G-G complex.

The most significant limitation of our method is the
absence of information on the topology and domain orienta-
tion. The necessity of using volatile salts in the mM range in
native MS could potentially lead to topological differences
compared to the cellular environment. Moreover, the DNA
base residues that are essential for domain interaction cannot
be determined directly. Many oligonucleotide secondary
structures, such as i-motifs, also do not show a mass difference
when undergoing conformational changes. To address the
latter challenge, we plan to implement ion-mobility spec-
trometry, which is capable of separation based on collision
cross-section of identical m/z signals. Ion mobility-mass
spectrometry also opens up an exciting possibility for this
analytical technique, which would bring further insights into
the thermodynamic characterization of more oligonucleotide
complexes.

Figure 5. Energy diagram of coupling Gibbs free energy DDG compar-
ing the stability of the G-K+-G DNA complex and the sum of stabilities
of individual domains. Differences between individual domains are
shown in blue, showing destabilization of the GQ1 by 5.1 kJ mol@1 and
stabilization of the GQ2 by @6.7 kJ mol@1. The overall energy difference
with a significant contribution of 5K-stacking is shown in red.
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Overall, native MS, together with TCnESI, is a powerful
method that supports established methods and can extend our
knowledge about oligonucleotide complexes. Investigation of
multi-domain DNA or RNA structures using our equipment
and methodology together with established spectroscopic
methods (UV/Vis, CD, NMR, and more) could bring more
comprehensive thermodynamic information about the driving
forces of folding processes. Mutual domain interactions can
now be studied and described in a unique way. Our method-
ology could be particularly useful in studies of protein
interactions with oligonucleotide structures, drug design,
aptamer characterization, and biosensing.
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